Quality of Service (QoS) routing consists of two parts: (a) collecting network QoS resource availability information using topology aggregation schemes and (b) computing feasible paths using this information. This paperfirstly proposes a probabilistic scheme for topology aggregation in large networks which are QoS sensitive. Our goal is to account for the inherent dynamic nature of the QoS resources by using probablistic measures as opposed to the existing deterministic ones. Additionally, this paper also proposes a modification to an existing probabilistic QoS routing algorithm for concave QoS parameters. The proposed heuristic algorithm increases the global network resource utilization.
Introduction
In order to make QoS routing scalable, large networks are hierarchically structured into domains. Within a domain, some nodes would connect to nodes in other domains. They are known as the border nodes. In hierarchical routing, each physical node maintains a detailed state information regarding its own domain and an aggregated state information for all the other domains. The source node computes the feasible path using this information. The state information i,e. connectivity and QoS resource availability information, of a domain is aggregated by using topology aggregation schemes. As networks grow in size, it becomes impossible for a node to maintain up-to-date network state information. The various unavoidable origins of uncertainity or unreliability in the state information are outlined in [6] . Consequently, the actual state of a remote node or link can drift away significantly from the value known to other nodes, without them being aware of it. This problem increases with the size of the network. The main conse-'Henceforth referred to as routing unless mentioned otherwise. quence of thi s loss of accuracy in network state information is its adverse effect on the path selection algorithms. They are now required to compute feasible paths using information which is out-of-date and hence unreliable. It would no doubt, greatly help nodes in their path selection process if, in the topology aggregation updates, there is a measure of the reliability or the certainit), of the advertised information.
In this paper, we have proposed a scheme which advertises update!; based on probabilistic measures so as to provide the remote nodes with an indication of their chances of indeed finding the advertised resources in the domain. Probability based routing algorithms have been proposed in 141 and [6] . These algorithms take as input the resource availability probabilities using which they compute feasible paths. They can also be used for routing using our proposed aggregation scheme. In this paper, we have also proposed a modified version of the routing algorithm for concave parameters in [4] and have shown that indeed our modified heuristic algorithm increases the overall network utilization of the concave QoS resource parameter.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we have discussed the related work. In sections 3 and 4, we have presented our work. In sections 5 and 6, we have discussed our results and performance analysis and have concluded in section 7.
Relation to previous Works
In the earlier schemes, the QoS resource availability in a logical link was represented by a number, chosen as per some rule such as the bandwidth and delay of the widest path etc. Reference [ 5 ] describes some traditional approaches in picking the "best" pair of numbers from the delay-bandwidth plane. However these advertisements misrepresent the available network resources. To deal with this problem, in [5] it has been suggested that along with the numerical values, each logical link also keep an extra parameter which defines a curve passing the delay-bandwidth point on a delay-bandwidth plane. In [7] , it has been suggested to use a fitted line segment instead of a curve. However, whether points or line segements in the delaybandwidth plane are used, this information is deterministic in nature and soon becomes out-of-date at the remote domains. Hence, in this paper we do away with this deterministic representation altogether and instead model a QoS parameter as a random variable.
In [4] and [6] some probabilistic routing algorithms have been suggested for both concave and convex type of QoS resource parameters. These algorithms solve the problem of finding a path in the network such that the overall probability of actually finding the requested resources in the path is maximized. They assume that the probability distributions of the resource parameters are available as inputs to the algorithms. It naturally follows for us to use these algorithms for computing the feasible paths, using our probabilistic state information to provide the probability distributions. Further, these algorithms do not aim at maximizing the overall resource utilization in the network. We have suggested a modification of the routing algorithm for concave resources proposed in [4] which increases the overall network resource utilization.
Proposed Aggregation Scheme
Setup and Overview: The overall setup that we have used for solving the topology aggregation problem is as follows. In our study, we have used the well known fullmesh topology connectivity representation. In this representation, a fully connected graph with the vertex set as the border nodes is advertised. The border nodes act as the logical nodes or ports of entry into the domain with logical links connecting them. Various update frequency policies have been discussed in [2] . Clearly, keeping the number of updates to a minimum, irrespective of the traffic conditions is always a desirable protocol property. Hence, we have adopted the constant timer based periodical update frequency approach. In this approach, after every constant time period, the border nodes advertise the aggregated domain updates to all the other domains in the network.
In order to capture the inherent randomness in the QoS resource parameters, we have modeled them as random variables and have used their probability distributions as the QoS values in the logical links. In cases where there are more than one distinct physical paths between two border nodes, we have calculated an optimal distribution which would approximate the distributions in each of these distinct paths in some least distance sense. Using such probabilistic state information, a remote node can then easily calculate the probability of actually finding the requested resources in other domains.
Details:
We model the QoS parameters as random variables. Unfortunately, there is no known traffic model which characterizes their true distributions. Therefore we try and estimate them. For this, we treat the random variables as discrete by dividing the support of their distributions into a number of bins 2 . Then every router periodically takes measurements of the QoS resource availability in its own outgoing links and based on the relative frequency of occurences, it computes an empirical probability distribution known as the type for the random variable. The type of a random variable is a well known concept in Information Theory [3] and is defined below. The various QoS resource parameters can be broadly defined as additive and concave [9] parameters and are also defined below.
Definition 1. The type P ( X ) of a discrete random variable X (henceforth written as P) is defined as:
where, N ( a i l X " ) denotes the number of occurences of an outcome ai in n number of observations of X.
Let d ( i , j ) be a QoS parameter for link ( i , j ) . For any path p = ( i , j , k , ...., Z,m), we
Bandwidth and end-to-end delay are examples of concave and additive parameters respectively. In our scheme, for concave parameters, we take the type of the minimum available QoS resource in the entire path as the QoS parameter of the path. For additive parameters, the routers compute the type for the QoS parameter for the entire path directly, based on path measurements. Various approaches could be adopted for this, for example, a router can periodically query a path with control packets and calculate the additive QoS parameter availability in the path. Then we use this type as the corresponding QoS parameter for the logical link between the pair of border nodes. If there are more than one distinct physical paths between a given pair of border nodes, we calculate a meaningful approximate of the types in each path and use this as the QoS parameter value for the logical link. By meaningful, we mean that the approximate type must optimally fit all the types in the individual paths. This is a Goodness-of-Fit problem in which the fit has to be optimized such that the approximate type fits each of the types of the individual paths the closest. We have used the Kullback Leibler distance (KL distance) [3] as the measure for the goodness-of-fit. Definition 3. The Relative Entropy or KL distance between two probability mass functions p ( z ) and q(z) is de-
n A 2Henceforth in the paper, unless otherwise mentioned, by random variable we mean discrete random vuriable fined as:
We use the convention (based on continuity arguments) that
We calculate the optimal approximate type in the following manner. Let P, denote the set of all possible types of the random variable X based on sequences of observations of length n. Let there be s number of distinct physical paths between a given pair of border nodes. Hence, by using the method described before, we can come up with a type for the QoS parameter of each of these s number of paths, say P', P2, ...., and Ps.
Problem Statement I : Find a type P* from the set P,, such that D(P'IJP*) V i is minimized. This can be expressed as the equation:
(1) Problem Statement 2: Find a type P* from the set P,, V i is minimized. This can be ex-such that D(P*JIP') pressed as the equation:
( 2 ) This is a constrained based optimization problem and we have used the method of Lagrange Multipliers to solve for the optimal type P*. The solutions that we have obtained are as follows:
Solution for Problem Statement I : The optimal type P* which solves Problem Statement 1 is as follows:
Solution for Problem Statement 2: The optimal type P* which solves Problem Statement 2 is as follows:
Here, P*(x) denotes the relative frequency of occurence for outcome x of random variable X in the type P* and X denotes the set of all possible outcomes of the random variable x. Note that since KL distance is not symmetric and neither does it satisfy the triangle inequality, it is not a true metric. Hence we have individually solved for minimizing both D ( P ' I J P * ) and D(P*IIP').
Probabilistic Routing Scheme
Setup and Overview: In [4] and [6], probabilistic routing algorithms have been suggested, which are different for concave and additive parameters. We shall for the rest of the paper, concentrate on concave parameters. Also, for ease of understanding, we shall present our studies in terms of bandwidth as the concave parameter. In this section we have described tht: overall routing architecture and setup that we have used here. We have used Link State Routing. Network state information updates are periodically flooded throughout the network, using which each router maintains its own routing table:. Connections are routed based on their QoS requirement!; and the network state information maintained at the router:;. The feasible paths are computed on-demand (as and when a connection request is received) at the source routers. If the source and destinations are in different domains, then the source router computes a "skeleton" path which specifes the entire path in terms of the border nodes of the various domains. A detailed path in each intermediate domain is computed when the connection request enters the domain. The core and the border routers in a domain maintain state information only regarding their own domain through periodical flooding of intra-domain updates, as is typical of link state protocols. Additionally the border routers also maintain an aggregated state information regarding all the other domains in the network through periodical flooding of inter-domain aggregated topology updates.
Existing Routing Algorithm -MRP: Let us represent a given network by a graph G(V, E ) . Let us assume that every node knows the complete graph connectivity. In addition, let every node also know p l ( z ) for every link 1 E E. The quantity p l ( z ) denotes the probability that link 1 can accomodate a connection request which requires x units of bandwidth. It can be calculated from the types in the aggregated state information. Now, let a node receive a connection request for b units of bandwidth. Then the routing problem is to find a path from the source to the destination such that the total probability of finding at least b units of bandwidth in every link in the path is maximized. Let pl = pl(b) 'denote the probability of finding at least b units of bandwidth in link 1. Assuming that the random variables in different links are independent of each other, for a path K, nlEK pl is the probabiilty that at least b units of bandwidth is av.dable in all the links of the path K. Formally this can be stated as follows:
Problem Statement 3: For a given bandwidth requirement b, find a path K* such that, for any path K:
Solution for Problem Statement 3:
The solution to this problem has been proposed in [4] as the algorithm Most Reliable Path (MRP).
Algorithm( MRP):
1. Let w ,~ =logpl, V 1 E E.
2.
Find the shortest path according to the metric '101. This can be done by using any standard shortest path algorithm such as the Dijkstra's algorithm.
Drawback in MRP:
The solution provided by algorithm M R P gives the safest path i,e. a path which has the maximum overall probability of satisfying the requested bandwidth. However, it makes no attempt at trying to maximize the total bandwidth admitted into the network, which is a measure of the overall network resource utilization. Also, M R P does not take into account the length of the path in terms of the number ofhops at all. Now consider the following scenario. Let us have a connection request for b units of bandwidth. Let there be two paths K1 and KZ between the source-destination pair, such that path K1 has 2 hops and path K2 has 10 hops. Let pl = pl(b) = 1 for every1 E K1,l E K2. Thenwl = Oforevery1 E K1 and I E Kz. As a result the total length of both the paths will be zero in any shortest path algorithm that we use with wl as the link weights. Therefore the path returned by M R P in this case will correspond to the path discoveredjrst by the shortest path algorithm and both K1 as well as Kz are equally likely solutions.
However intuitively, it is always better to reserve resources along the shortest feasible path, when there are more than one candidate feasible paths. This helps in admitting a greater number of connections as for a given connection request, resources are reserved in the least number of links possible. This leads to a better utilization of the link capacities in the entire network. This general observation has also been reported in [8] for the deterministic case where bandwidth availability is advertised. This has been verified by our simulation results, explained in section 5.
Proposed Modification -SMRP: In order to convert the safest approach of MRP into a shortest-safest approach, we have proposed a change in the definition of the link weights wl. We have given the modified heuristic algorithm known as Shortest Most Reliable Path (SMRP) below:
Heuristic Algorithm(SMRP):
2. Find the shortest path according to the metric wi. This can be done by using any standard shortest path algorithm such as the Dijkstra's algorithm.
The link weights defined as above can be thought of as the sum of the safety of the link and an unit cost for traversing the link. This unit cost discourages paths with more number of hops when the safety of the paths are the same.
Experimental Results
We have done extensive simulations on networks of various sizes in order to verify the consistency of our results.
We have reported here the results that we have obtained in a network of 10 domains, with 18 core nodes each and between 2 to 4 border nodes. The simulations have been done using the simulator OPNET. The results reported here are the averages over multiple simulation runs. Each simulation has been run for 25,000 connection requests, all of which are inter-domain requests. The source-destination pairs are generated randomly. All links in the network are duplex. The link capacities of the inter-domain links has been kept twice that of the intra-domain links. Connection requests arrive as per a Poisson distribution. The connection durations are exponentially distributed. The bandwidth requests are uniformly distributed between 1 and 2 Mbps. We have compared the following schemes: Probabilistic topology aggregation with SMRP as the routing algorithm (PROB-SMRP). Probabilistic topology aggregation with MRP as the routing algorithm (PROB-MRP). Deterministic topology aggregation with SF as the routing algorithm (BW-SF).
For topology aggregation in BW-SF, instead of the type, the actual value of the available bottleneck bandwidth is sent. In cases where there are multiple distinct physical paths between two border nodes, the average bottleneck bandwidth value is used as the parameter for the logical link. In the routing algorithm, we use the Shortest Feusible path approach (SF). In this we first prune all links which cannot support the bandwidth requested and then run a shortest path algorithm with the link weights as 1. We have also compared the above three schemes using the solution for both Problem Statement l and Problem Statement 2 separately. However since there is no significant difference in the results, we have reported here those obtained by using the solution for Problem Statement 1. We have used the bandwidth admission ratio (bar) for performance comparisons, which is defined as the ratio of total bandwidth admitted into the network over all the requested bandwidths tu.
Sensitivity to Routing Update Interval
In figure 1 , we have plotted the bar of the three methods with varying inter-domain update exchange intervals. The intra-domain update interval has been kept fixed in all the three schemes. We notice that the bar of both PROB-SMRP and PROB-MRP is always more than that of BW-SF. Infact, as the update intervals are increased, we see that BW-SF suffers badly. This is because with less frequent update exchanges, the state information in the BW-SF scheme remains out-of-date for a much longer time. However, the bur of PROB-SMRP and PROB-MRP remain nearly constant because they aim at learning the underlying distributions. Hence we note that PROB-SMRP and PROB-MRP are robust to less frequent exchange of updates. This is a very desirable property for any hierarchical routing scheme as it avoids clogging the backbones with protocol control messages. In figure 2 , we have plotted the percentage increase in the total bandwidth admitted in the network by PROB-SMRP and PROB-MRP in comparison to BW-SF, as calculated from figure 1. We can clearly notice that as the update interval increases, the percentage increase in bandwidth admitted also increases steeply. We also notice that the bar of PROB-SMRP is more than that of PROB-MRP. This proves our claim in section 4 that in general the shortest feasible path approach performs better than any feasible path approach.
Sensitivity to Resource Availability
In figure 3, we have plotted the bar of the three schemes with varying intra and inter-domain link capacities. Here again we notice that the probabilistic schemes consistently perform much better when compared to BW-SE We also notice that the bar rises with an increase in the link capacities for all the three schemes. This is because with more resource available more bandwidth can be admitted. In figure  4 , we have plotted the percentage increase in the total bandwidth admitted in the network by PROB-SMRP and PROB-MRP in comparison to BW-SE as calculated from figure 3.
Here, we notice that the percentage increase obtained by the probabilistic schemes decrease with an increase in the link capacities. This is as expected because with more resource availability, more bandwidth is admitted regardless of the underlying scheme. Hence all three schemes perform well. We notice that both PROB-SMRP and PROB-MRP admit more bandwidth in comparison to BW-SE Note that since the ratio of intra and inter domain link capacities have been kept constant at i, an intra-domain link capacity of 5 Mbps implies an inter-domain link capacity of 10 Mbps. Again for the same reason as explained in section 4, PROB-SMRP performs better than PROB-MRP.
Protocol Message Overhead
The number of messages exchanged in all the three schemes to maintain the state information in every router is the same. However, the size of the messages are different in the various schemes. The size of the message in PROB-SMRP and PROB-MRP is equal to the size of the type. If there are k number of bins in the type, then the message will be an array of size IC. On the other hand, the message in BW-SF is a single number i,e. an array of size 1. However, by using the probabilistic schemes, we can afford to have very less update exchanges without affecting the routing performance at all, as shown in our simulation results.
Performance Analysis
In this sec:tion we have given an analysis of the storage and run time for the topology aggregation schemes used in PROB-SMRI? and PROB-MRP and have compared it with that used in IiW-SE Storage Space: We shall use the following notation. Let adomain i bt: represented as a graph Gi (Vi, Bi, Ei) , where V,, Bi and .Fi denote the total number of nodes, border nodes and edges respectively in the domain i. Let there be n domains. Then every border node in the domain maintains two state tables for the intra and the inter domain information. Let Nijntra and Niinter denote the number of entries in the intra and inter domain tables maintained at a border node in domain i. These numbers remain the same for all the schemes. Now, let the type of the QoS parameter have k number of bins. Then the storage space required at the border node to maintain the two tables in the probabilistic scheme is O ( k.(Niintra + Niinter) ). In the deterministic scheme, the space required is O( Niintra + Nzinte, ).
Run Time:
We shall stick to the same notation as above. Proceeding similarly, we can show that the total time for calculating the mesh at a border node Bi in domain i in the: deterministic scheme is O(lEil.lBi12). Hence, the run time for the probabilistic scheme is increased by an order of k when compared to its deterministic counterpart.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have proposed and justified the need for a probatiilistic scheme for hierarchical QoS routing. We have shown that the probabilistic schemes are much more robust to less update exchanges and admit more bandwidth into the network in comparison with their deterministic counterparts. The price that we pay for this robustness and improved performance is in terms of messages of greater but constant size and some computation overhead at the individual routers to maintain the types. We believe that it is a better philosophy to infrequently exchange longer messages which inclu.de information regarding their reliability, rather than very frequently exchange shorter messages which do not contain any reliability information. 
